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"To act as a responsible member of society, addressing the social and environmental challenges of this century by disseminating the knowledge and methods we have accumulated as an academic organization."
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ESCO - Concept

ESCO is a business that develops, installs, and finances projects designed to improve the energy efficiency and maintenance costs for facilities over about 10 year time period.

ESCO Implemented Energy-Saving Techniques
1. High efficiency air-cooling heat-pump chiller (COP 4.1) with Ice storage air-conditioning system
2. VAV control and Heat transport system utilizing large temperature differential
3. VAV Control and Cold air-conditioning system
4. Control the volume of outdoor air intake
5. Intermittence drive of ventilation fans in Machinery rooms
6. Intermittence drive of ventilation fans in Parking lot
7. Lighting Control system
8. Ultra high efficiency electric transformer

Contracted Improvements for the New Sotobori Building
Sotobori Building for Education, Administration, Shop
Total Floor Space: 21,849m², Opened in April 2007
ESCO introduced with subsidy from NEDO (METI)
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